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Tips
**Use a size 70 needle – if you use a needle that is too big (like a denim needle) the perforations
will be too big and unsightly.
**Be mindful of slippage when sewing the pieces together. Since pins can’t be used, you will need
to go slowly, making sure corners and edges are lined up properly.
**All seams are sewn with an 1/8” seam allowance.
**Always backstitch at the beginning and end of
each seam.
**After sewing up one wallet, remove the
needle from the machine and wipe it down
with a bit of rubbing alcohol on a tissue. This
will keep the stickiness to a minimum.

Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 used magazine sheets
½ yard or less of contact paper or a Xyron Creative
Station with double-sided laminate
2 sheets of cardstock or other heavier-weight paper           
for printing off templates
ruler
pen
color-coordinating thread

Instructions
1.) Print template on a heavy-weight paper and cut them out. You will have
four pieces:
Wallet Outside
Wallet Inside
Coin Purse
Credit Card Pocket
2.) Arrange the four template pieces on your magazine sheets (in order to
take advantage of the magazine’s photography, I chose to cut the Wallet Outside and Inside on the diagonal. Both the Wallet Outside and Wallet Inside get
their own magazine sheet, while the Coin Purse and Credit Card Pocket can
be arranged on the same magazine sheet.
3.) Trace around the templates directly onto the magazine sheets using the
pen and ruler. Cut out the traced shapes, leaving a space of about ½” between your cutting and the line you drew with your pen. (You will cut along
this these lines only once you have laminated the piece.)
4.) Run the pieces through your Xyron (or apply contact paper to both sides
of each piece. Carefully cut along the pen lines you drew in step three.
5.) Stitch along what will be the top edge of your wallet on the Wallet Outside.

6.) Sew the right edge of the Coin Purse to the Wallet Inside, lining up the right edge
of the Coin Purse with the bottom right corner of the tab.

7.) Turn the Wallet Inside upside down as shown. Line up the other short edge
of the coin purse with what is now the upper right-hand corner of the tab. Sew
a straight seam to the long edge of the Wallet Inside. Make sure the seam
runs perpendicular to the long edge – go slowly and be careful of slippage!

8.) Turn the Wallet Inside right side up and accordion-fold each stitched end
of the coin purse so that the stitched edge is no longer visible. Press the folds
with the edge of your ruler so that they are crisp.

9.) Align the Credit Card Pocket along the left side of the Wallet Inside as
shown. Stitch the top edge of the Credit Card Pocket to the Wallet Inside.
Continue sewing along the entire top edge and tab of the Wallet Inside.

10.) Sew the Wallet Outside to the Wallet Inside along three edges as
shown. Make sure to maintain the folds of the coin purse when sewing the
seam. With this seam, you will also catch the unsewn edges of the Credit
Card Pocket, securing it to the inside of the wallet.

11.) Fold the tab down and toward the coin purse. Press along the fold with
your ruler. Fold the entire wallet in half and press. Place the wallet under a
heavy stack of books overnight.

Enjoy your wallet!

